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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS BIBLIOGRAPHY

I. The Meaning of International Relations

The meaning of international relations is constructed by the international community. It is related to the values and norms of that community and to the context in which it finds itself.

A. The 20th Century


B. The Cold War


C. Post-Cold War


II. International Relations Theory

Collective cognition of international relations takes the form of different theoretical traditions, schools, or epistemic communities.

A. International Relations Theory


Ferguson, Y. H. *The Elusive Quest: Theory and International Politics.*


Viotti, P. R., and M. V. Kauppi. 1999. *International Relations Theory: Realism, Pluralism, Globalism, and Beyond.* Allyn and Bacon.


**B. Traditions**


**1. Realism**

a. **Herodotus**


b. Thucydides


c. Traditional Realism


d. Contemporary Realism


e. **Neo-Realism**


f. **Positive Realism**


2. **Liberalism**


### 3. Integration, Functionalism, Regime Theory, and Epistemic Communities


4. World Systems


5. Globalization and World Order


6. Feminism, Gender, and the Body


7. **Post-Colonialism**


8. Post-Realism


9. Texts


VI. The Evolution of International Relations

International relations occurs within a dynamic context. Evolution is the dominant narrative of change. Dominant attributes of evolutionary development include multiplicity, variety, complexity, non-linearity.

A. Evolutionary Theory


B. Change in the International System


C. Maps


D. Complexity and Structure


E. Progress and Cycles

1. Leadership and Hegemony


2. Policies


VII. Decision-Making, Strategy, and Foreign Policy

A. Decision Making


B. Strategy

1. Strategic History


2. Strategic Doctrine


3. Strategic Complexity


4. Strategic Rationality


5. **Strategic Mechanics**


6. **Strategic Policy and Doctrine**


7. Strategic Paradoxes


8. Strategic Culture


9. Strategic Compliance


10. Use of Surprise and Deception


C. Foreign Policy

1. Regions


a. Africa


b. Asia


c. Europe


d. Latin America


2. Issues


D. Nation States

1. Identity


2. **Sovereignty, Boundaries, and Space**


a. Nationalism


b. Empires and Imperialism


3. Capability and Power


4. Motivation and Interest


**E. Structure and Process**


**F. Domestic Politics**


1. **Bureaucracies and Foreign Policy**

   a. **Foreign Affairs Bureaucracies**


   b. **Military Bureaucracies**


2. **Legislatures and Foreign Policy**


3. Courts and Foreign Policy


4. Cities and Foreign Policy


5. Public Opinion


6. Ideology


7. Memory


8. Individuals and Psychology


V. War and Peace

A. War and Peace


**B. Security**


C. Balance of Power


D. Alliances and Coalitions


E. Neutrality


F. Military Intervention


**G. Limited War**


**H. Armaments**


Garden, T. *The Technology Trap*. 58


I. Arms Control


J. Deterrence


**K. Interaction**


L. Escalation


M. Fallout


**N. Revolution**


**O. Terrorism**


**P. War Termination**


**Q. Military Service**


**R. Diplomacy**


S. Bargaining and Negotiation


**T. Reputation**


**U. Crises**


V. International Political Economy


**W. International Environment**


83


X. Intelligence


Y. Human Rights


Z. Democratic Peace


**AA. International Law and Organization**


BB. Ethics, Morality, and Religion


**CC. Culture**

1. **Culture and Communication**


Mazrui, A. A. 1990. Cultural Forces in World Politics. Portsmouth NH: Heinemann


2. **Security Culture and Language**


3. **Nuclear Culture and Language**


4. **Weapons Culture and Language**


5. Order, Culture, and Language


6. Communication and Media


**DD. Literature**

1. War and Peace


2. Writing War and Peace


3. War and Peace Biography


a. **World War I**


b. **World War II**


Montserrat, N. *The Cruel Sea*


c. *The Cold War*


d. *Vietnam*


EE. Film


FF. History


**GG. Peace**


**VI Controlling International Relations**


A. Globalization


B. Global Futures


### C. Global Learning


### D. Global Governance


E. Global Management


**F. Global Assistance**


G. Global Movements


H. Progress

Appendix

Chapters, journals, and articles which may be of interest.


European Journal of International Relations, Volume 2, Number 2, June 1996

European Journal of International Relations, Volume 2, Number 1, March 1996

Farnham, B. "Prospect Theory and Political Psychology."